
Predict        Name_____________________________ 

 

Read each selection, and then answer the question. 

 

The temperature suddenly dropped.  Dark clouds gathered on the horizon, and a brisk wind scattered dry leaves 

and debris across the deserted road.  A low rumble of thunder could be heard in the distance, and the day itself 

seemed to dim as the sun ducked behind a cloud. 

 

What is going to happen?  ___________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Cite three details that support your prediction.  ___________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

School was never easy for Joyce.  Math confused her.  She couldn’t remember historical dates in social studies.  

She got bored reading stories in language arts, and hated writing.  She wanted to do well, she really did, but it 

always seemed like no matter how hard she tried, she just never got anything completely right.  She always 

made some stupid mistake.  She kept trying, but sometimes she got discouraged.  And now the big yearend test 

was approaching, and she knew it was important to do well on it.  Each night for the two weeks before the test 

she spent an hour studying.  She drilled herself on math formulas, and made herself read a short story.  She 

reviewed all her notes from all her classes, and sometimes even found herself dreaming about the test.  Finally, 

the big day arrived.  She entered the classroom with two sharpened pencils, sat down, and watched the teacher 

pass out the test.  Her stomach was tied in knots. 

 

 

What is going to happen?  ___________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Cite three details that support your prediction.  ___________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Synonyms and Antonyms      Name _________________________________  

 

  

Antonyms are words that have opposite meanings.   Synonyms are words that have similar meanings. 

● Warm is an antonym for cool.     ● Huge is a synonym for gigantic. 

● Strong is an antonym for weak.     ● Soft is a synonym for quiet. 

Practice 1:  Circle the synonym of each given word. 

 

Quiet    noisy  silent  loud  dirty 

Award    hotel  hospital great  prize 

Walk    stroll  jump  legs  fly 

Mend    break  repair  car  spanner 

Cheerful   sad  clown  jolly  curtain 

 

Practice 2:  Circle the antonym of each given word. 

 

answer    reply  speak  question predict 

beautiful   ugly  pretty  nice  awful 

hungry    peckish dinner  full   food 

lazy    work  bed  school  industrious 

rude    cheeky  polite  sarcastic nice 

 

Practice 3:  Match the given word to its synonym.  

 

_____  jubilant  A.  silence    

_____  muffle   B.  hopeful    

_____  nuisance  C.  shocking    

_____  optimistic  D.  annoyance    

_____  outrageous  E.  happy    

 

Practice 4:  Match the given word to its antonym. 

 

_____  interior   A.  forbid 

_____  tolerate  B.  cover 

_____  intelligent  C.  friendly 

_____  unveil   D.  exterior 

_____  hostile   E.  ignorant 

 

 

 



Text Features       Name_______________________ 

 

A.  Match each text feature with its description. 

 

_____ table of contents  A.  words located underneath or beside a picture 

_____ headings and subheadings B.  bold type that tells the main topic for a section of text 

_____ captions   C.  gives definitions of important words 

_____ photos and illustrations  D.  an outline of the book, giving chapter and page numbers 

_____ diagrams, charts, graphs,  E.  pictures that emphasize a certain point in the text 

information boxes 

_____ bold and italicized text  F.  gives page numbers for specific words or phrases 

_____ glossary   G.  graphic organizers that give information in an orderly way 

_____ index    H.  words or phrases written in dark type 

 

 

B.  Study the pictured text feature.  Then answer the questions. 

 

1. Which text feature is this a picture of?   

 

      ____________________ 

 

2. In which chapter would you learn how long it takes a 

dragon egg to hatch?  _____ 

 

3. In which chapter would you learn whether dragons are 

endothermic or exothermic?  _____ 

 

4. True or False:  We know who authored this book based 

on this information. 

 

5. In which chapter would you look to learn about Chinese 

dragons?  _____ 

 

6. True of False:  This book would give you information 

about whether dragons are solitary or live in groups. 

 

7. Explain your answer to question 6.   

 

            _________________________________________ 

                                                                                            _________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Word Parts        Name__________________________ 

 

Prefixes 

 

A prefix is a group of letters which you can add to the beginning of a root word* to change the meaning of the 

word.  e.g. mis + fortune = misfortune 

 

Only one out of three prefixes next to the root word is        Take away the prefix from each of 

right for that word.  Choose the correct prefix, and          the root words.  Write the root word. 

write the word. 

 

Prefix Root New Word 

un / dis / sub pick unpick 

il / in / re legal  

de / pre / mis behave  

un / in / dis afraid  

re / mis / im possible  

ir / im / in regular  

 

 

Suffixes 

 

A suffix is a word ending. It is a group of letters you can add to the end of a root word*  

e.g. walking, helpful 

 

Only one out of three suffixes next to the root word is        Take away the suffix from each of 

right for that word.  Choose the correct suffix, and          the root words.  Write the root word. 

write the word. 

 

Root Suffix New Word 

origin al / ly / ary original 

friend y / ly / ary  

accident al / ary / ed  

walk est / ed / ly  

wonder ful / ness / ible  

clean  ary / est / y  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Word Root Word 

untidy tidy 

intercity  

triangle  

unimportant  

reappear  

antifreeze   

Word Root Word 

biggest big 

helpless  

employment  

friendship  

lovely  

quietly  


